
“A designer knows he has achieved perfection not when there is nothing left 
to add, but when there is nothing left to take away.”

A n t o i n e  d e  S a i n t - E x u p e r y

 



DESIGNER+ARTIST

ARTA TEIVĀNE
GOALS
To make beautiful and functional material for her clients.

STRATEGY
To charm with high quality work, attention to detail and 

refined taste in design and style.

CONTACT
artatei.com
+371 268 63 950
arta.teivane@gmail.com

ADDRESS
Kekava, Vimbukrogs, Kraujas iela 5

Latvia, LV-2123

PERSONALITY KEYWORDS
detail oriented

ambitious
joyful



BOOKLET RIGA CITY GUIDE

Adobe InDesign + Canon T3i

OBJECTIVE
To inform travelers, locals and tourists about specific locations 
that can be found in the city of Riga.

STRATEGY
The use of clean and simple layouts to effectively showcase 
information. Soft colors throughout the booklet accompanied 
with modern arrangements of elements lets the viewer easily 
skim the text and locate necessary material, whether it is the 
address, name of location or info section.

PROJECT KEYWORDS
refreshing
innovative

modern
fun
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ADVERTISING SHOES

Adobe InDesign           

OBJECTIVE
To advertise a company and generate interest in fashion 
enthusiasts so they would consider buying trendy pair of 
shoes to match their unique personality.

STRATEGY
To use large scale posters for placement in bus-stops, 
specially designed billboard places, as well as promotional 
posters in malls informing the public of this particular 
brand and their offers.

PROJECT KEYWORDS
clear

trendy
clever
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MAGAZINE APPREHENSIBLE

Adobe InDesign +          Photoshop

OBJECTIVE
To educate and inform adults and elders about smartphone 
applications, their use, current trends and useful tips on the 
general topic of new phone technology and accessories. 
Also, to  stimulate curiosity about wanting to learn more.

STRATEGY
The use of traditional magazine design approaches 
combined with trendy details to liven up the style of an 
informative magazine. 

PROJECT KEYWORDS
approachable

bright
techy
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POSTERS FRANKLIN GOTHIC

Adobe InDesign +          Photoshop

OBJECTIVE
The poster serves as an educational and informative design 
element, which displays the unique characteristics of the 
specific typeface.

STRATEGY
Clear and readable text elements placed on a muted 
background brings all the focus to the type itself and 
lets the viewer to explore its unique characteristics.

PROJECT KEYWORDS
minimal
modern

sophisticated
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APP CONCEPT YOUR PANTRY
OBJECTIVE
To introduce people to a new mobile application 
and stimulate the desire to use it for health benefits, 
while accompanied by an advertised product – the 
NUTRiBULLET blender. 

STRATEGY
To use a specially designed mobile application promoting 
a product to achieve a healthy lifestyle. The application 
concept is about a fun way to choose ingredients you have 
in the pantry which will then lead you to recipes for healthy 
smoothies that are best made by using the NUTRiBULLET 
blender. The app provides with additional information about 
health benefits and vitamins to educate the user as well.

PROJECT KEYWORDS
fun

educational
modern
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Adobe InDesign +          Photoshop





IDENTITY STREETCAR
OBJECTIVE
To create a brand identity and project an image that provides 
a strong visual association with the company. Its goal is to be 
unique, memorable, and designed to stand the test of time. 

STRATEGY
A unifying color scheme with distinctive visual elements used 
to relate and combine a set of brand identity items, which 
evoke professionalism as well as suit the specific company. 

PROJECT KEYWORDS
professional

unique
modern
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Adobe InDesign +        Illustrator





POSTERS ALTV MUSIC CHANNEL

Adobe InDesign +        Illustrator

OBJECTIVE
To stimulate a desire to watch a specific television cannel, 
which is dedicated to alternative music, TV shows and 
entertainment. 

STRATEGY
By using unconventional color schemes, which are less used 
in pop culture, the viewer’s eye can be caught. The design 
is accompanied with fragmented elements and seemingly 
unlikely typographic solutions that engage and suggest to 
look out for more – in this case, the specific TV channel.

PROJECT KEYWORDS
unordinary

colorful
meta
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BOOK TYPE RULES
OBJECTIVE
Visually engaging book made in a geometric style of visual 
fragmentation explaining 39 typography rules 
accompanied with examples. 

STRATEGY
To make the book visually engaging as well as informative. 
It’s necessary to display the information in an unsaturated 
way, so it could become a light read as well as educational. 

PROJECT KEYWORDS
fun

educational
modern
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Adobe InDesign +        Illustrator





POSTERS CALENDAR
OBJECTIVE
To display a calendar in a different way than usual. The pieces 
have unalike visual styles – fragmentation and fusion – in a 
form of posters related to the underlying theme of paper.

STRATEGY
The posters are more intended to be as a visual design 
element, more like an art piece, which has an additional 
function – the calendar. It’s effective as a decorative 
element at a person’s home. 

PROJECT KEYWORDS
unique

odd
contemporary
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         Photoshop





IDENTITY AZURE STUDIO
OBJECTIVE
To create a brand identity and project an image that provides 
a strong visual association with the company. Its goal is to be 
unique, memorable, and designed to stand the test of time. 

STRATEGY
A unifying color scheme with distinctive visual elements used 
to relate and combine a set of brand identity items, which 
evoke professionalism as well as sense of style.

PROJECT KEYWORDS
modern

clean
stylish
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Adobe InDesign +        Illustrator





IZMĒRS

35.56 cm garumā
27.94 cm augstumā


